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Trial Results & Interpretation 



Overview 

 Trial Data 
 What information can we use to review the tasks and rubrics? 
 What were some of the common strengths/issues that emerged 

from the trials? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note:



Task Quality: Cognitive Rigor 

 Examine the cognitive rigor of your tasks 
 Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix 
 

 Performance tasks should have components that are 
written at DOK Level 3 or DOK Level 4 
 Ask yourself—are the rubric criteria written at the appropriate 

level of complexity? 
 



Task Quality: Cognitive Rigor 

© 2009 (updated 2013) Karin K. Hess. Hess Cognitive Rigor Matrix for Writing: Applying 
Argument Types Across Content Areas to the CRM. Copy/use only with full citation 
Khess@nciea.org 
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Task Difficulty 

 Think about: 
 What level of performance did you expect to see with your 

students?  
 How did students actually perform on the task? 

 
 Refer to information in the: 
 Data reports 
 Comments that teachers provided during the trials 

 
 



Task Difficulty (Overall) 

“Report-main” Tab 
 
 



Task Difficulty (Overall) 

“Weight-pt-report” Tab 
 Column A “Percent of total points” 
 Column C “Total Points/Student” (raw scores) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are just the raw scores and percentages from which the histogram was created (previous slide)



Task Difficulty (Criterion Level) 

“Report-main” Tab 
 Mean 

 Histogram 
 SD (spread of scores) 
 Min/Max 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show an example of:“Difficult task” (low mean scores, but also look at the spread of scores)“Easy task” (high mean scores, but also look at the spread of scores)



Task Difficulty (Criterion Level) 

“Report-main” Tab 
 Average Score per Item” 

 Note: Item = Criterion 

 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just a graphic representation of the raw data on the previous slide



Task Difficulty (Criterion Level) 

“Report-main” Tab—Histograms  
 For each criterion, you can see: 
 Difficulty level 
 Distribution of scores 
 Areas in which there might be potential issues with the rubric 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If low score points (1, 2) are seldom/never used, ask yourself:Is this part of the task too easy?Are the rubric point descriptions at 1 & 2 informative enough? It is possible that the descriptions at these score points don’t tell you much about the students’ level of knowledge/skills.If high score points (3, 4) are seldom/never used, ask yourself:Is this part of the task too difficult?Are the rubric point descriptions at 1 & 2 informative enough? It is possible that the descriptions at these score points don’t tell you much about the students’ level of knowledge/skills.



Criterion-Level Data 

 When the descriptions between score points do not 
differ very much, scores tend to look like this: 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel examined the actual rubric criteria that had score distributions like this. She found that, on these rubrics, the rubric point descriptions do not differ much.



Criterion-Level Data 

 When middle categories on the rubric are not useful, 
the data looks like this. 
 Reconsider how to rewrite intermediate levels of performance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at the description for the top score point where so many students scored…. Reconsider how to design intermediate levels of performance by specifying the differences in behaviors at the top level



Criterion-Level Data—Scores of “0” 

 “Report-main” tab 
 Column I lists the frequency of “0” scores 
 

 

 



Criterion Level Data—Scores of “0” 

 If there many “0” scores and few/no “1” scores… 
 …you might need to reevaluate the rubric scale or the task.  
 …think about why so many students scored “0” on this criterion (see 

next slide). 

 



Criterion Level Data—Scores of “0” 

 Some things to consider: 
 What does a “0” score indicate about the student? 
 When a “0” score is given, create different codes for this. For 

example: 
 Student did not attempt task 
 Student attempted task but student’s response is not legible 
 Student’s response is off-topic 
 Student engaged in unsafe behaviors (CTE) 

 



Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Revisions of Tasks/Rubrics will not be a sequential 
process—it will be an iterative one. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cyclical graphic



Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Issue 
 How can criterion weights (on the rubric) be established? 

 Suggestions: 
 Weights should be determined by content experts (you!). 
 Weight with percentages. For example, if you have three 

criteria and the first criterion is most important: 
 

 
 
 

Criterion Score  Weight Score 

1  4 X .50 = 2 

2 4 X .25 = 1 

3 3 X .25 = 0.75 

TOTAL 3.75 / 4 



Criterion Weights 

 You can change the weights to see how this affects your score 
distributions. 

 All criteria weighted equally (3 criteria each weighted 0.33) 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Criterion Weights 

One strong criterion, two weaker criteria: 
 Criterion 1 is weighted 0.50 
 Criterion 2 is weighted 0.25 
 Criterion 3 is weighted 0.25 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting more weight on Criterion 1 (which is the criterion with the highest mean FOR THIS SAMPLE) pulls the total scores up



Criterion Weights 

Two strong criteria, one weaker criterion: 
 Criterion 1 is 0.20 
 Criterion 2 is 0.40 
 Criterion 3 is 0.40. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting less weight on Criterion 1 (which had the highest mean of the three criteria FOR THIS SAMPLE)You get a bimodal set of data…looks very different from the other distributions…many people below 50% (N = 16) and many people above 70% (N=31)



Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Issue:  
 The performance tasks were difficult to administer in the 

classroom. 
 

 Suggestions: 
 Consider feasibility when revising your tasks. 

 Can the task be simplified for the students/teacher? 
 If scoring is cumbersome in the classroom setting, should the task 

be video/audio recorded and scored at a later time? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a major issue that we have seen across tasks.(JTL 4th grade physical education) teacher comments “It was very difficult to keep track of all the paperwork required for this assessment”---they suggested that the task be video recordedOther teachers commented that the task involved too much “set up” before administration could begin



Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Issue:  
 The skills/knowledge assessed in the tasks do not match the 

claims you wish to make about the student. 
 

 Suggestion: 
 Revise the task so that it elicits evidence of the claims you are 

trying to make. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a major issue that we have seen across tasks.Example: Students are required to demonstrate specific knowledge in the content area, but they do this by writing a paper or creating a graphic organizer.In this example, what is the student actually demonstrating? Knowledge in the content area….or the ability to write well/create a good graphic organizer?Be careful!(JTL—some examples [do not mention this to the teachers, though)MUSIC (3rd grade)task asks students to write a paper and create a graphic organizer in order to show knowledge about conductor’s beat patterns (claim #1)Actually seems to assess (given the task, rubric criteria)…ability to argue a point, writing ability, ability to express self in writing and through a graphic organizer



Evidence-Centered Design 

 
Image Source: Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (2012) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we are seeing on a lot of performance tasks is that:The task that has been developed does not elicit evidence of the knowledge/skills that can be used to support the claims listed



Evidence-Centered Design 

 
Image Source: Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (2012) 

Item/ Task Evidence Knowledge/ 
Skills Claim Content 
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Evidence Knowledge/ 

Skills Claim Content 
Standard 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The task SHOULD elicit evidence of the KSAOs that support claims that relate to the content standards



Evidence-Centered Design 

 
Image Source: Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (2012) 
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Skills Claim Content 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With some of your tasks, however, the task actually relates to something else….[next slide]



Evidence-Centered Design 

 
Image Source: Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (2012) 
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Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Issue: 
 Your group decides that the task difficulty level or DOK level is 

not appropriate given the claims you want to make about the 
students. 

 

 Suggestions: 
 Revise the task to the appropriate difficulty level or DOK level. 
 Revise the rubric accordingly (e.g., simplify the language in the 

rubric). 

 
 



Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Issue:  
 Students were confused about the instructions/task. 
(and/or) 
 The language in the rubric is too difficult for students to 

understand. 

 Ask yourselves: 
 Is the task itself simply too difficult? 
 Are the instructions written at the appropriate grade level? 

 If not, how can the language be simplified? 
 Should key concepts be clarified for students? 

 Can you break the task into smaller components? 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defining key concepts for students—this may be an area in which scaffolding in the classroom would be helpful.



Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Issue: 
 A relevant behavior observed in the student’s work/performance did 

not relate to any criteria in the rubric. 
(or)  
 A critical behavior described in the rubric was not observed in 

students’ work/performance. 
 

 Suggestions:  
 Think about whether the behavior relates to knowledge/skills  you 

wish to assess and the claims you wish to make about students. 
 Do you need to create criteria in the rubric? 
 Do you need to remove this element from the task or from the rubric? 

 Clarify the instructions in the task. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example from an actual task:Students were asked to make a choice and then explain their choiceHowever, there was no criterion on the rubric to assess the students’ explanationSo, a decision needs to be made here….add a criterion to the rubric—especially if this is a part of the task that is relevant to the claims (or) remove this part of the task if possibleThis was found with 4th grade music. One teacher stated:“There is no rubric for justification of the student choice so not sure why I should ask them to explain their choices.  Need to have separate score for fluency.  I found that some of my students did really well except for not quite starting immediately after the prompt which caused them to get a lower score than I felt I would have otherwise given them.  To separate out that piece would make for a more suitable scoring.”



Revising Tasks & Rubrics 

 Issue:  
 Students were not able to complete task within time constraints. 
(OR) 
 Students completed task with a lot of extra time left. 
 

 Suggestions: 
 Reevaluate how much time is needed for the task and revise time 

limits accordingly. 
 If it is not possible to give students more time for the task, and if the 

task is shortened, make sure you revise:  
 the rubric 
 knowledge/skills 
 claims you are making about students 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is part of that “iterative” process of task/rubric revision. If you change one detail (e.g., task) , you must go back and make changes to every other component (e.g., scoring rubric, instructions).



Rubric Review 

Rubric 

Student 
Examples 

Does the rubric 
address behaviors 
that are not 
observed in the 
student examples? 

Did students 
exhibit relevant 
behaviors that 
were not 
included in the 
rubric? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will relate to rating practice/rater training, which we will discuss in a few minutes!Collect student exemplars of high, medium, and low levelsCompare the key elements of these student examples to information on the rubrics.Does this information match?JTL—We need to provide a concrete example here of looking at student sample work and matching the info on them to the rubrics!-maybe have a writing sample (a cover letter for a job)…an exaggerated example	-the sample is rated, holistically and WITHOUT the rubric, as not being a great example, but not being too poor	-the sample, if rated using the rubric, is rated “4” out of 4 on each criterion	-This indicates that we are missing some criteria on the rubricand the rubric includes: neatness, spelling/grammar, but does not include a criterion for content



Rubric Review—Good Rubrics! 

 The criterion is clearly and concisely defined at each 
score point. 

 
4 3 2 1 

Savings 
Plan  

Report includes 
thorough summary 
of savings plan.   

Report includes 
summary of 
savings plan.   

Report includes 
pieces of a savings 
plan.   

Savings plan is 
unclear or not 
included.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social Studies—6th gradeThis content group might even further define “thorough summary of savings plan” so that teachers know exactly what components of the savings plan to look for!



Rubric Review—Good rubrics! 

 Behavior is quantified and objective 

Scoring Criteria 4 3 2 1 
Melodic  
Improvisation 
 
  

Melody is in the 
same tonal 
center as the call 
and student 
responds with 5 
or more notes. 

Melody has 2-4 
notes and stays 
in the same tonal 
center as the call. 

Melody has 2-4 
notes and 2-3 
notes are outside 
of the tonal 
center. 

Melody is on one 
pitch only or all 
notes are outside 
of tonal center. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Music



Rubric Review—Good rubrics! 

 Innovative way of identifying Advanced Placement 
standards of achievement 

Scoring Criteria 4  3   2   1   
Peer Critique Provides 

constructive 
feedback relevant to 
this rubric, class 
goals and objectives. 

Analysis and 
synthesis of peers’ 
performance to 
complete rubric 
and justification of 
their score. 

Feedback is 
short and not 
concise, lacking 
support and 
justifications. 

No feedback 
provided. 

Peer Critique 
Extended 

Student provides 
specific feedback and 
strategies connected 
to examples within a 
performance in a 
professional and 
supportive manner. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drama/TheatreNotice the way the student goes above and beyond, but this rubric doesn’t break the rules



Rubric Review—Good rubrics! 

 Goals are specific and progressive 

Scoring 
Criteria 

4 3 2 1 

 
Shares Poster 
with Class 
(Oral 
Presentation) 
  

Applies content-
specific and 
academic 
vocabulary to 
clarify 
information 
provided to needs 
of audience 

Uses content-
specific and 
academic 
vocabulary to 
provide 
information to 
audience 

Uses content-
specific 
vocabulary to 
provide 
information to 
audience 

Uses basic 
vocabulary to 
provide 
information to 
audience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on 3 2 and 1 4 needs a little work, but 3 2 and 1 are good examples



Rubric Review 

 Issue: Ambiguous language in the rubric point 
descriptions.  

Criterion 4 3 2 1 

Identifies 
Problem & 
Solution 

Both problem 
and solution are 
realistic and 
clear 

Problem and 
solution may be 
realistic but not 
clear 

Either problem or 
solution is 
missing or 
unrealistic 

Both problem 
and solution are 
either missing or 
unrealistic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Comprehensive Health)



Rubric Review 

 Issue: Ambiguous language in the rubric point 
descriptions.  

Criterion 4 3 2 1 

Identifies 
Problem & 
Solution 

Both problem 
and solution are 
realistic and 
clear 

Both problem 
and solution are 
may be realistic 
but one is not 
clear 

Either problem or 
solution is 
missing or 
unrealistic or 
missing 

Both problem 
and solution are 
either missing or 
unrealistic or 
missing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Comprehensive Health)In score point 3….change the language from “may be” to is….makes this a bit more clear



Rubric Review 

 Issue: Rubric point descriptions are not clearly 
defined.  

Criterion 4 3 2 1 0 

Connection 
of  drill to 
skill 
development 
plan  

Thoroughly 
explains 
connection of 
drill to skill 
development 
plan 

Mostly  
explains 
connection of 
drill to skill 
development 
plan  

Minimally 
explains 
connection of 
drill to skill 
development  
plan  

Has not 
explained the 
connection of 
drill to the skill 
development 
plan 

Connection 
to the 
development 
plan is not 
present 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(from: Physical Education, high school)One way that we build standardization into performance tasks is by laying out very well (in the rubric) what we expect to observe.This rubric can be improved by describing what “thoroughly” looks like versus “mostly,” “minimally,” etc.To clarify these rubric point descriptions, you can take some examples directly from student work! (Karin’s suggestion)



Criterion 4 3 2 1 

 Written 
report 

  

The written report 
includes correct 
use of ample 
content vocabulary 
accompanied with 
correct spelling 
and grammar. 

The written 
report includes 
the correct use of 
some content 
vocabulary 
necessary for the 
task.  

The written report 
includes content 
vocabulary but 
uses it incorrectly.  

The written 
report does not 
include content 
vocabulary.  

 Issue: Rubric point descriptions are not clearly 
defined.  

Rubric Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Physics, high school)



Rubric Review 

 Issue: Rubric point descriptions are subjective.  
 In this case, the teacher is asked to assess his/her response to 

the student’s performance rather than the student’s behavior. 

Criterion 4 3 2 1 

 

Aesthetic 
Appeal 

Response has a 
strong aesthetic 
appeal and 
general 
impression 

Response 
includes 
interesting ideas 

Response does 
hold the listener’s 
interest 

Response does 
not hold the 
listener’s interest 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Music, 4th grade)—note: the words “music” and “musical” have been removed from the rubric to protect the identity of those who wrote the rubricA way to improve this rubric would be to describe, as objectively as possible, what defines “aesthetic appeal”…what, specifically, are teachers looking for in the students performance?(Visual Arts included the word “innovative” in their rubric point descriptions…one teacher pointed out that this needs to be defined. It’s too subjective!



Rubric Review 

 Issue: Too much information clustered under one 
criterion. 

 Scoring Criteria 4 3 2 1 

 
Conducts 
Research 
  
  

Analyze 
information from 
a variety of 
multimedia 
sources to answer 
all provided 
questions with 
elaborated details, 
identifies multiple 
questions of 
interest to answer 

Locates and uses 
information from 
a variety of 
multimedia 
sources to answer 
all provided 
questions with key 
details, Identifies 
a specific question 
of interest to 
answer 

Locates and uses 
information from 
one multimedia 
source to answer 
some of  the 
provided 
questions with 
minimal details, 
identifies a 
question to 
answer 

Does not locate or 
use information 
from multimedia 
sources, does not 
answer any of the 
provided 
questions and/or 
includes irrelevant 
details, does not 
identify a relevant 
question to 
answer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This poses a problem for working memory as teachers try to keep this information in their heads while scoringOur working memory can hold about 5-9 units of information at a time….we have about 16 here (four per score point)



Rubric Review 

 
 

1 

2 

Scoring 
Criteria 

 
Conducts 
Research 
  
  

Responds to 
Questions 
and 
Generates 
Questions 

Scoring 
Criteria 

4 

 
Conducts 
Research 
  
  

Analyze 
information from a 
variety of 
multimedia sources 
to answer all 
provided questions 
with elaborated 
details, identifies 
multiple questions 
of interest to 
answer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[JTL—from Reading, Writing, Communicating…..2nd grade]This is from a second grade rubric, so we want to also remember the Grade Level here…break this up so it’s not so cumbersome for teachers AND for studentsAs another example of this, see Social Studies high school rubric for “Civil Disobedience.” It has several criteria that need to be broken up into parts.



Rubric Review 

 Issue: Positive language may hinder the distinction 
between categories. 
 What is the difference between these two categories? 

 Criterion 4 3 

Creates an 
organizational 
structure 

  

Uses logical principles to 
organize reasons and 
evidence. 

The writer has considered 
the order of the reasons and 
evidence and how they will 
be grouped. 

  

Organizes reasons and evidence 
clearly.  It is clear how evidence 
connects and corresponds to the 
main idea. 

Uses paragraphing and makes other 
structural decisions (choice of 
linking words, order of information, 
etc.) to organize reasons and 
supporting evidence.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes, it really IS okay to indicate what the student does NOT know or CANNOT do. You would not want to use negative language all of the time, but sometimes it is necessary for clarification purposes.
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